DESCRIPTION

This collection entails records associated with the construction projects of the Penney-Jacome’s store and a large parking garage coordinated by the Arizona Building Company. Records include construction payroll & expense listings submitted between 1956 and 1959. Box 3 contains Tucson city drawings of property locations with investments or construction sites monitored by Arizona Building Company.

3 Boxes, 2 linear ft.

HISTORICAL NOTE

The Arizona Building Company appears to have been an organization developed by Harold Steinfeld to control and monitor various buildings and properties in Tucson. Additional ledgers of the company’s finances can be located in the Steinfeld Business Records. In addition to construction projects the company was involved in financial recordings with the Pioneer Hotel, the Bettina V. Steinfeld Trust, Penney, Jacome’s, and the parking garage along with monitored numerous residential and commercial properties in the city including Highland Park, Tucson Heights Addition, Grand View Addition, American Villa, and others.

RELATED NOTE

MS 1342 Steinfeld Business Records

ACQUISITION

Unknown. May have been a part of the Steinfeld Business Records at one time.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Dave Tackenberg in August 2009.
Box and Folder Listing

Box 1

Folder 1 General Conditions & Specifications (Store Building) 1950
f.2 General Conditions & Specifications (Store Building) Revised 1956
f.3 General Conditions & Specifications (Parking Garage) 1958
f.4 General Conditions & Specifications (Parking Garage) Drawings 1958
f.5-10 Payroll and Billing Statements for Construction Associated with Arizona Building Company Projects 1956 – 1957

Box 2


Box 3

Tucson City Street and Property Drawings Highlighting Construction and Accession of Of Property with Arizona Building Company